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Introduction
Of all the conditions that can be treated with a distal style of acupuncture,
headaches and migraines stand out as being relatively straightforward to
treat and quick to assess for progress. In this article we will review meridian
diagnosis for head pain, the distal points that address these areas, and the
needling technique necessary to achieve results and receive nearly instant
feedback concerning the eﬃcacy of your treatment.

Identifying the Affected Meridian
At root of meridian diagnostics and treatment is the identiﬁcation of the stagnant channel. Of the primary
meridians, we look to their distribution along the head and neck and diagnose by location of the meridian closest
to the pain. e most dominant channel in this regard is the Gallbladder meridian, which comes to the front of
the head at Yangbai GB 14, zigzags the temporal areas, and nestles into the base of the neck at Fengchi GB 20.
In my experience, these areas mark the most common regions of pain associated with tension headaches.
Poor posture and the elevation of the shoulders, common in chronically stressed patients, create varying levels
of neck strain that translate up to Fengchi GB 20. e stagnation can remain as pain in this area or migrate into
Yangbai GB 14, producing the most common presentation of frontal headaches or ocular migraines. Although
the Stomach meridian originates in the eye, pain experienced behind the eye is almost always a Gallbladder
meridian pathology.
Temporal headaches and TMJ pain are also Gallbladder meridian pathologies, marked by a corresponding
tightness in the temporalis muscle. Any pain on the side of the head, except for the temples or in the ear itself,
is likely stagnation in the Gallbladder meridian.
Pain that is centered in the temples in an island of space from Sizhukong TB 23 to the extra point Taiyang
should be viewed as a pathology along the Triple Burner meridian. Headaches that evolve here are either
stand-alone Triple Burner meridian pathologies or a carryover from stagnation along the Gallbladder meridian.
More times than not, both pathways will require treatment to completely resolve temple pain.
(continued on the next page)
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Combined, I have found these regions account for the vast majority of headaches
and migraines. When asked to point to the area of pain, occasionally someone will
indicate the inner brow at Zanzhu BL 2 as the origin. Rarely will this show up as the
only site of a headache as the pain often drifts over the frontal region of the head from
Gallbladder meridian stagnation, but in the event that treating the Gallbladder meridian
results in residual pain around Zanzhu BL 2, then the Bladder meridian will also need
to be treated to resolve the pain.
e Bladder meridian is more commonly implicated in neck pain that travels up
the paraspinal muscles of the neck and into the occipital region of the head. When pain
presents at the back of the head, it will likely be due to a Bladder meridian pathology
which should be treated ﬁrst before proceeding to clear other meridians. Often,
treatment to the Bladder meridian is suﬃcient to resolve an uncomplicated
occipital region headache.
Even though the Stomach meridian ascends the head, very rarely will someone
have a headache originating from a pathology in the Stomach meridian. I have only
seen it a handful of times; and, in all of those instances, the patient speciﬁcally
pointed to Touwei ST 8 as the area of pain. In most cases, clearing the meridians
surrounding that area (namely Gallbladder meridian) will nullify pain bleeding over
into the Stomach meridian; but in the unlikely event that it does not, be aware that
a patient who still points to the head at Touwei ST 8 will require treatment of the
Stomach meridian.
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e ﬁnal region of which to be aware is a crown headache, which is suggestive of a
pathology within the Liver meridian that courses qi through an internal branch to the vertex of the head. ese
headaches will almost always present as deﬁciency headaches where pressure applied to the head lessens the
pain. is presentation is the only true deﬁciency cause of head pain, while pain in the other regions derives
from stagnation along the aﬀected meridian. Deﬁciency headaches require a combination of acupuncture,
dietary recommendations, and herbal therapy to build Liver blood.
When considering meridian dynamics, the obvious question may arise about pain originating from a pathology
in the Governing Vessel. I have never seen or treated pain that exactly corresponds to the midline of the head.
Any pain that comes close has always been successfully treated by addressing the Bladder meridian. e only
time the Governing Vessel will enter into the equation is in treating neck pain coming from the paraspinal
muscles (Bladder meridian); for this situation, Houxi SI 3 is used to add another layer of treatment to the region.

History and Theory of Clock-Opposite Meridians
and Body Imaging
Once you have established the region of the pain and the corresponding meridian that is aﬀected, you can begin
selecting points based upon the opposing channel on the Chinese clock. e concept of balancing meridians
across the Chinese clock was popularized by Dr. Richard Tan as one of the systems from which to choose in
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his particular interpretation of distal acupuncture; but the theory itself is ancient, deriving from observations
of the I-Ching and associations of circadian meridian ﬂow as detailed in the philosophy of Heavenly Stems
and Earthly Branches.1
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In the case of the Gallbladder meridian, you will then utilize points along the Heart channel; for Bladder
meridian pathology, use points along the Lung meridian; for Triple Burner use the Spleen meridian; and, in the
oﬀ chance that you see a patient with pain at Touwei ST 8, the Pericardium meridian will be needed for treatment.
My speculation of how clock-opposite channels balance one another stems from their relationship at contrasting ends of a polarity. Like an hourglass that is overturned, stagnant energy ﬂow is catalyzed at one pole as qi
movement is created through our eﬀorts at the opposite pole. Instead of gravity at work as in the hourglass,
qi ﬂow can be viewed as electromagnetic, such that manipulation of the South pole of a magnet automatically
shifts the dynamic at the North pole.
(continued on the next page)
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It was then the observation of Cole Magbanua, creator of Bodymapping Acupuncture Technique, that
pathologies along the meridians of the head and torso are most eﬀectively treated with points along the limbs
that anatomically reference the head.2 Selecting points is therefore based upon imaging where the hand and foot
represent the head, and the wrist and ankle correspond to the neck. If one were to overlay the image of the entire
head on the arm or leg, one can see that points in the elbow and knee can also be used. However, I have found the
hand and foot points to be the most potent areas for treatment. ese points are strong movers of qi and reference
large areas of the sensory and motor cortex of the brain as seen in diagrams of the cortical homunculus.

Credit: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cortical_homunculus
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Selecting Distal Points for Treatment
Prior to treatment, ask the patient if the pain is on one side of the head or both sides. In the case of the latter, see
if one side is worse. If you receive a deﬁnitive answer to this question, proceed with only treating the more painful
side to see if treatment to the balancing meridian clears both left and right meridians. Sometimes it does; but, if
it does not, needle bilaterally to cover your bases. In either case, utilize the point along the treatment meridian
contralateral to the pain.
Beginning with the most common presentation, Shaofu HT 8 is the most eﬀective point for clearing stagnation
along the Gallbladder meridian. Although one can needle through the palm as classically indicated, I have found
that accessing Shaofu HT 8 via the Triple Burner meridian on the back of the hand is most convenient for the
practitioner; and it is more comfortable for the patient to rest the hand palm down at the side or on the arm
of a recliner chair. Proceeding proximal from Zhongzhu TB 3 to the base of the metacarpal bones is the extra
point Zongbai. is point has various indications in distal acupuncture but excels at clearing head pain along
the Gallbladder meridian.

Yaotong #1 (Laogong PC 8)

Zongbai (Shaofu HT 8)

Zhongzhu TB 3

Credit: Dover Publications

(continued on the next page)
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To most eﬀectively treat Shaofu HT 8, needle deeply enough at Zongbai to access the Heart meridian.
ere will generally be a deep ache that will correspond to the amelioration of head pain along the contralateral
Gallbladder meridian. Oftentimes the patient will feel the throb in the head lessen as the throb in the hand
increases. is will continue over thirty to forty minutes unless you hasten the process by eliciting a stronger
reaction at Shaofu HT 8.
To more eﬃciently (and mercifully) clear head pain along the Gallbladder meridian, peck the needle in the
region of Zongbai until the patient feels a twitch in the muscle that travels down ring ﬁnger, pinky ﬁnger, or both.
Very often this twitch will be visible to the practitioner if you keep your eyes focused on the back of the hand while
needling. When that twitch occurs, the head pain typically drops oﬀ precipitously. e needles should be retained
for 30-45 minutes, with severe migraines sometimes requiring a full hour to completely abate.
is concept cannot be stressed enough. Getting the proper response to treatment can make the diﬀerence
between the headache going away entirely or having the pain rebound an hour after leaving your oﬃce. For a
horrible migraine, I have sometimes placed a second needle very close to Zongbai, to create an even stronger
response. When doing so, do not be surprised if both needles, only millimeters away, each elicit a signiﬁcant
twitch response with each taking a diﬀerent layer of pain away.
For pain at Zanzhu BL 2 or anywhere along the Bladder meridian in the head to the base of the occiput,
Yuji LU 10 should be needled contralateral to the head pain. Here, too, one should needle until a deep ache is
experienced by the patient, the abductor pollicis brevis muscle twitches, or likely both. A twitch response here
will propagate through the thumb. is region may not always twitch in a manner similar to Zongbai, but it
often does.
For temple pain at Sizhukong TB 23 to Taiyang, there are a few points along the contralateral Spleen meridian
that can be considered for treatment. If you conceptualize Taibai SP 3 to Gongsun SP 4 as a region, there will likely
be a point that elicits a deep ache and may cause a twitch response that migrates proximally. For stubborn temple
pain, both points can be stimulated, and a 1.5 - 2 inch insertion at Yinlingquan SP 9 can be added to augment the
eﬀect. One or more of these points, combined with points addressing the Gallbladder meridian, quickly resolve
temple pain.
For pain precisely at Touwei ST 8, select Laogong PC 8 of the hand contralateral to the head pain, again looking
for a deep ache in the muscle or a twitch response. In a manner similar to Shaofu HT 8, needle deeply via the back
of the hand at the base of the second and third metacarpals at the extra point Yaotong #1 to more comfortably
access the energetic of Laogong PC 8. Here the fasciculation will travel down the ﬁrst or middle ﬁnger.

Differential Diagnosis
Besides addressing stress and strain leading to tension headaches, the wise practitioner would do well to rule
out several other etiologies for recalcitrant cases. Eye strain is chief among them and implicated in a case history
with a recent change in eyeglass or contact prescription. Headaches that occur prior to a women’s period have a
hormonal component and often require herbal and dietary intervention in addition to acupuncture.
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Migraines can also be triggered by a number of environmental toxins such as car exhaust, paint fumes, and
cleaning products; dietary additives such as MSG and artiﬁcial sweeteners; or food sensitivities to wheat, dairy,
and corn, among others. Being mindful of a patient’s Liver and Spleen function can reveal underlying weaknesses
predisposing the patient to chronic headaches.

Conclusion
Treating headaches and migraines can be very gratifying for the practitioner. If a patient arrives at your oﬃce
with head pain, getting the proper needling response at the correct points will almost always result in a complete
amelioration of the pain, or, at the very least, a substantial lessening of the pain that will ﬁzzle out in the hours
following the treatment. I have so seldom treated a patient who did not get any relief from distal acupuncture
for an acute headache or migraine that I encourage you to consider applying these principles as your ﬁrst line
of treatment.
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